
Cyber Analytics & AI Engine 
MXDR is offering a new analytics module 
for long-term storage and AI threat alerts.
Managed Extended Detection and Response (MXDR) by Deloitte 
is a security service that is cloud-native, composable, integrated, 
and modular, delivered as Software-as-a-Service (SaaS). MXDR is 
breaking new ground by adding the Advanced Cyber Analytics & 
AI Engine (CAE) module to its capabilities. MXDR harnesses data 
from client cloud assets, enterprise assets, and other asset 
telemetry for ingestion into CAE for hunting, incident response, 
and analytics based on Artificial Intelligence (AI). Operated by 
experienced professionals, CAE builds asset visibility and 
alerting, helping clients meet their desired cyber outcomes.

Deloitte’s AI-enabled analytics

Current challenges
High cost of storage in traditional Security Information and Event Management (SIEM) 
tools, especially for Big Data.

Average malware dwell time of 21 days in an enterprise network.1

Rise of identity attacks that exploit enterprise networks, alongside a relative 
reduction in the host-based attacks that many existing products are designed 
to respond to.

Lack of centralized raw log repositories accepting multiple data streams.

Lack of a centralized data analytics platform, especially for AI detections.

Complex searches across distributed/multi-cloud storage with constrained bandwidth.

Shortage of analysts and increasing pressure on existing analysts.

Desired outcomes
Long-term storage of millions of daily logging events without prohibitive costs.

Accessible search across security logs on one platform and in near-original form.

Lower detection and response times for today’s threats to identities, networks 
and more.

Relief for overstretched security operations teams due to reduced false-positive rates.

Faster detection of new and emerging threats through AI-enabled analytics.

Rapid application of new threat intelligence from other enterprise clients.

Extended Detection & Response (XDR) capabilities breaking down security team silos.

Sources

1. “Attacker Dwell Times Down, But No Consistent Correlation to Breach Impact”, Security Weekly (2022)

Long-term security data storage and search
CAE offers accessible and inexpensive long-term storage in AWS. Our 
architecture can help provide significant cost reductions when 
compared to traditional SIEM products, thanks to file compression and 
the inherent price advantages of the cloud. Security data can be 
ingested at a scale of over 15 terabytes (TB) daily and stored indefinitely. 
Data in storage can be accessed by multiple data visualization tools.

Core operational improvements
Hunt operations and alert investigations in the SOC (Security Operations 
Center) are shortened thanks to AI analytics, which are sent to cyber 
analysts with rich contextual data. In case of an incident, CAE enables 
improved forensic analysis through long-term storage and fast search 
capability. 

Cross-client threat intelligence
Deloitte is a major global cyber services provider, and CAE allows for rapid 
sharing of threat intelligence across clients, speeding up threat hunting 
operations. “Federated Learning” allows cross-client training of AI-based
analytics while maintaining full data separation by client.

Next-generation analytics by MXDR
CAE is a scalable cyber detection and response solution built on Amazon Web Services (AWS) that provides a data lake to store logs at 

scale over the long term and reduces detection and response times by enabling proactive threat hunt, AI-based detections, and a 
broader platform for analytics, incident response, and fraud investigations..

The Power of AI
State of the art AI goes beyond simple responses built on existing rulesets to 
uncover new and unseen threats and attack vectors. AI-based analytics detect 
different kinds of threats than signature-based methods due to their less 
mechanistic approach to threat detections, while lowering false positives.

Faster threat detection and response
Threat correlation across network and endpoint data increases threat 
detection accuracy and speed, reducing pressure on overstretched 
analysts. For example, Lateral Movement (LM) is an AI model that detects 
malicious remote authentication events without requiring pre-existing 
threat intelligence, shielding against the rise in identity attacks.

Detection of new threats
Unknown Unknowns (UU) is an AI model that detects potential zero-day 
threats based on network flow data, while also providing a generalized 
anomaly score for suspicious network behavior. Trained on the Codex 
Gigas malware repository, threat hunters continually make updates to 
account for behavior that this model has not seen before.

https://www.securityweek.com/attacker-dwell-times-down-no-consistent-correlation-breach-impact-mandiant
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AI leads to improved, faster detections 
CAE’s analytics automate repetitive workflows and prioritize response and reporting across 
different types of security assessments with contextual risk scoring of events, services, and 
hosts. As a direct result, these innovations improve cyber detection efficacy, predicting likely 
attack patterns, identifying crown jewels and prioritizing vulnerabilities, and detecting new or 
unknown threats.

Actionable search, analysis, and alerting on one platform
Often, enterprise security data is fragmented across interfaces, leading cyber analysts to 
spend time piecing data from disparate platforms together. CAE addresses this problem by 
centralizing log ingestion and building threat detections in the same environment. 
Supported by user-friendly data visualization tools, the CAE solution combines search, 
analysis, and alerting on the same platform.

What makes CAE different

Deloitte AI research and development using high-quality data
In recent years, Deloitte’s data scientists have honed our AI-based cyber analytics, and the 
results have been evaluated in both academic settings and the real world.1 Our AI model 
development has been characterized by high-quality training datasets. The use of real-world 
data persists after deployment, since AI models are continuously evaluated by Deloitte 
cyber operators, referred to as “human-in-the-loop” retraining.
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CAE solution architecture

Our capabilities
Client-separated cloud data stores
Though combining a wide range of security data sources, CAE’s 
cloud storage separates different clients’ data into distinct 
storage locations, with customizable access policies.

Ingestion of cyber log sources at scale
CAE’s infrastructure and data orchestration can 
ingest more than 15 TB of security data per day 
from sources such as CrowdStrike, AWS cloud 
logs, and more.

Long-term search access
CAE stores client security data for an open-ended period 
of at least one year, allowing retrospective incident 
response and forensic analysis with fast cloud-native 
search.

Threat alerts sent to the SOC
Analysts receive cyber detection alerts based on the 
highest-confidence analytic outputs, enriched with 
contextual fields to provide “explainable AI”. Our 
Deloitte SOCs work as an extension of the client’s 
team, providing additional detection, triage , 
containment, remediation, and response.

Cloud AI engines
AI detections can be generated at Big 
Data volumes and reasonable cost using 
scalable analytics engines that are widely 
used in the machine learning field.

Cyber dashboards for hunters
MXDR threat hunters have continuous access 
to threat alerting dashboards, used for 
hypothesis, active, and retrospective 
hunting.

IMPROVED, FASTER DETECTIONS 
AND RESPONSES DRIVE THE MXDR-
CAE SOLUTION ARCHITECTURE

Chief Information Officers and 
Chief Technology Officers
CAE provides wide visibility across 
Information Technology (IT) assets 
accommodating a range of technology, 
security, and compliance use cases.

SOC Managers
Working with MXDR’s hunters and SOC, 
client SOC managers extend their team’s 
capabilities without costly hiring or 
excessive pressure on current analysts.

Chief Operating Officers
Manage secure operations cost 
effectively without developing new 
capabilities from the ground up.

Chief Information Security Officers
Better protect against cyber risks arising
with evolving threat actors.

Lower the time to detect and respond 
to emerging threats, while also 
reducing false positives.

Engineered for:

Advise & Implement (A&I) Standalone Implementation
CAE can be rapidly deployed as an AWS Data Lake in the client environment using 
Infrastructure as Code (IaC). Standalone CAE for A&I applies the same underlying 
technologies as in MXDR. CAE’s AWS environments can be deployed in compliance with 
federal agency standards, and AI analytics can also be included via AI-as-a-Service.

AI-as-a-Service (SaaS Deployment)
Following a SaaS model, CAE can send threat detections directly to the client environment, 
if access to portions of the client’s security data is granted. Uther infrastructure (e.g., raw log 
storage) is hosted by client, but if requested, the CAE Standalone Implementation can be 
deployed optionally.

How Deloitte delivers CAE capabilities

Standard MXDR CAE Deployment
CAE is integrated with MXDR (a managed service) and includes deployed AI models for 
threat detection. MXDR threat hunters and SOC analysts make use of CAE analytics, data 
visualization dashboards, and raw log access in cooperation with your security teams and 
with other powerful tools such as CrowdStrike.

Sources

1. E.g., “Zero-Day Threat Detection” (Nandakumar et al.) was accepted for presentation at IEEE ICMLA 
conference in December 2022.
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